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Their methods differ principally in the type of cracking assumed at the 
bottom surface of the slab. Levi assumed an initial circular crack. and Cot 
and Becker assumed a number of radial cracks. The radial crack 
is more reasonable, because the elastic theory shows the tangential moment 
to be larger than the radial moment near the loading point, as shown by Fig. 
1. Furthermore, radial cracking was observed in load tests of r\l"A."·t"",,,"Prl 

concrete slabs at the Portland Cement Association (PCA) Laboratories and at 
the Corps of Engineers Ohio River Division Laboratories. 4 Based on the ra
dial crack assumption, a step-by-step method is developed herein whereby 
an increment of load resuits in an incremental increase in the crack length. 
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FIG. I.-ELASTIC AND PLASTIC MOMENT DISTRIBUTION 

In contrast, the Cot and Becker solution selects a length for the bottom radial 
crack and determines the load required to produce a crack of this length. 

The method is not proposed as a design procedure, but rather as a contri
bution toward a better understanding of the performance of prestressed pave
ments, 

3 'Calcul des Pistes en Beton Precontraint," by P. D. Cot and E. Becker, Revue 

~~~~~~~;TI;;:-~i~1i't~~~J[];r[~ Paris, France, No. 292, 1956.
Pavements for Airfields," P. F. Carlton 

Q:'~~L!~~~!!...:~~~~~c!2.'::, Washington, C., 1958. 
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Notation. -The letter symbols adopted for use in this paper are defined 
where they first appear and are arranged alphabetically in Appendix II. 

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS 

The is limited to a slab supported by a "dense liquid" subgrade 
and prestressed equally in the longitudinal and transverse directions. The 
"dense liquid'! concept assumes that the deflection of the subgrade at any 
point is proportional to the vertical load per unit area imposed at that 
but independent of the vertical load at any other point. The slab is subjected 
to a load distributed uniformly over a circular area in the interior at a con
siderable distance from an edge, For magnitudes of load not sufficient to 
cause bottom surface cracking, the slab behaves elastically, and the solutions 
for the moments and deflections have already been given by Westergaard and 
others. 5,6 The equations in the form needed for the present solution are 
shown in Appendix I. 

The bottom cracks begin to form under the load when the positive moment 
the cracking moment mc' A small increase in load LIP beyond that ini

tiating bottom cracking will cause these cracks to extend radially from the 
center of the load. A circular area is defining the limits of these 
cracks, as shown in Fig. 2. Assuming no resistance to moment in the tangen
tial direction within this area, the moment distribution for the load increment 
LIp is shown in Fig. 3, By adding these moments to the moment distributions 
for the load Pc initiating the bottom cracking, the total moment distributions 
beyond the elastiC range are obtained, as shown in Fig. 1. The addition of 
negative radial moments and positive tangential moments indicates that the 
radial cracks will become longer with additional load and that circular crack
ing will not occur in the bottom. Next, the longer radial cracks are assumed, 
and the moment distributions are determined for the second load increment. 
More negative radial moments and positive tangential moments are added. 
As the load is increased, the bottom radial cracks are extended, and the point 
of zero radial moment moves nearer the center of loading. Beyond this point, 
the negative radial moment increases more rapidly in magnitude until 
after several load increments it will become equal to the cracking moment, 
which results in a circular crack in the top surface of the slab. The load 
causing this top cracking is assumed for this analysis as the maximum that 
can be allowed on a prestressed concrete pavement. The theoretical analySiS 
is developed to determine this load and to indicate the location of the top sur
face crack. 

ASSUMPTIONS 

The following assumptions are made: (1) The intensity of the subgrade re
action at each point of the bottom surface of the slab is proportional to the 

by Theoretical Analysis," by H. M. 5~ "Stresses in Concrete 
p. 
re 
and F. J. 

Pressures for Concrete Pavements," 
McCormick., Kansas State 
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deflection of the slab at that pOint; (2) the moment-curvature graph is repre
sented by two straight lines, as indicated in Fig. 4; and (3) the radial cracks 
in the bottom surface of the concrete slab extend from the center of the load 
within a circular area which becomes larger as the load is increased. 

The circular area within which the radial cracks form is defined as the 
"cracked zone." After cracking occurs, the slab will be inelastic within the 
cracked zone and elastic outside the cracked zone. Separate solutions are 
provided for the cracked zone and the uncracked zone. Final expressions for 
moment, shear, and deflection are obtained by considering the necessary 
continuity at the common boundary between the two zones. 

CRACKED ZONE 

Based on the assumption (illustrated in Fig. 4) that the moment remains 
constant for increased curvature beyond the cracking moment, the slab has 
no rigidity in the tangential direction within the cracked zone. The radial mo
ments and shears are assumed to be uniformly distributed along the periphery 
of each circle concentric with the center of the load. The problem is thereby 
reduced to the analysis of a wedge-shaped beam that is free at the apex and 
connected to the uncracked slab at the opposite end. Because a rigorous so
lution is rather difficult, an approximation is introduced by assuming that the 
subgrade reaction in the cracked zone decreases proportionately with the dis
tance from the center of the load, as shown in Fig. 5. This assumption agrees 
with test data obtained at the PCA Laboratories and does not induce any se
rious error in determining the moment distributions if the cracked area is 
small. 

The deflection y at any point in the cracked zone can be approximated by 

y (1)+ E1b(b X) 

in which X is the distance from the apex, b represents the radius of the cracked 
zone, E1b is the slope of the deflection line, and Yb denotes the deflection at 
x b (see Fig. 5). 

The increment of load per unit area ~p is appliea to the wedge-shaped 
beam on the sector of the circular area having a radius equal to a, measured 
from the apex. Letting the at the apex equal one radian, the radial bend
ing moment Mo inside the loading area (0 .$ x .$ a) caused by the applied load 
is 

x 3 
Mo = - fo ~p (x - r) r dr ~p

6
x (2) 

The radial bending moment outside the loading area .$ x .$ b) caused by 
the applied load is 

~ (3) 
2 
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Therefore, the total radial bending moment Mr is 

Mr = Mo + MloP;t3 
c.p x , ro~x~aJl ' l kX' + \X (b - ~ 	 . .. (5))tb for

Yb i .. X 

e : 	 a x:O;b0:'" (x ~ ~ 
Deflection 

y 

Soil 
Reaction 

ky=k IYh+®h(b xl] 

~Mo{D", loopl 

~==:::=----I 	M, (Due to 
Reaction) 

~MR=Mo+M, 

m ; ~rr 

FIG. 5.-DEFLECTION, SOIL REACTION, AND MO
MENT DISTRIBUTION INSIDE CRACKED ZONE 

The radial bending moment due to reaction is 

x x 

M1 = ,Fa k Y r (x - r) dr = 10 k + e

b 
(b - r)Jr(x - r) dr 


3 3 
kx kx ( x) (4)=-6- Yb+-6- b yeb ...... . 

The radial bending moment per unit of arc is 

x 

2 
c.~x 

6 
k k x x 

, •. (6)
6 b 6 \ 2 b 

2 -)a for+ Y + --(b 
2 

~(1- 2 x 
2 \ 3 

The relationship between the total load increment c.p for the entire circu
lar area and the distributed load increment c.p is 

2
c.P=1Ta c.p (7) 

The following nondimensional quantities are introduced: 

~= ~ 
L 

a=~ 
L 

and 

i3=~ 
L 

(8c) 

in which 

L
- ~ E h

3 
2 

12 (1 - Jl )k 
(8d) 

in which k represents the modulus of subgrade reaction. 
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and h is the thickness of the slab, E represents the elastic modulus of the 
concrete, and IJ. denotes the Poisson's ratio of the concrete. 

By using Eqs. 7 and 8, the moment is 

1_ AP ~2 o::::;~::::;a
2 

+ k L3 fl~2 (1- ---.L)e for I. .(9) 
6 \ 213 b 

mr I 
i 

••• l
i 

i AP 2 
~~~~(3t 2 1T 3 

At the apex where x ::; ~ = 0, the moment is 

m 0 (10) 
r 

At the opposite end where x =b or ~ =fl, the moment is 

m --~+k -y +LeL ..2 ~ (rl 3 ) (11) 
r 3 fl 6 b 12 b 

The shearing force per unit length of arc v, obtained in a similar manner, 
is 

AP~ 
~H ::;2 2211 La 

+ kL~ + k L fl ~ (1 _ ~ .-t)e for .. (12)v 
b2 2 \ 3 fl

AP 
::; ~ '" 

2 11 L ~ 

At the apex where x ~ = 0, the shear is 

v 0 

At the opposite end where x b or ~ 13, the shear is 

v -~+kL(~y + Le (14) 
211L{3 2 b 6 b 

UNCRACKED ZONE 

Outside the cracked zone, the slab can be analyzed as an elastically sup
ported infinite flat plate having a circular hole aroUl1d which uniformly dis
tributed shear and moment are applied. The solutions for moment and shear 
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must satisfy the conditions of continuity at the of the hole or boundary of 
the cracked zone. 

The deflection of the slab must satisfy the differential equa
tion. 7,8 

D (L + 1 ~(d2y + 2-. ky = 0 (15) 
dx2 x dx-) dx2 x 

Since 

D =kL4 (l6a) 

and 

~~ 
L 

2 2y
d 1 dj (d 1 +y 0 (16c)

( d~2 + ~ -;) d~2 + ~ 

The general solution of Eq. 16c is given by in terms of the Z
functions8 as follows: 

Y C1 Zl + C2 Z2 (0 + C Z3 (~) + C (0 ...3 4 

in which Zl (0 represents the real part of J o (~jT), (0 deno{e~ the im
aginary part of J o ( Z3 (0 represents the real part of Ho 1 (~,j1), 
and Z4 (0 denotes the imaginary part of (1) (~v'I). Since the slab is as

sumed to be of infinite extent, the deflection, y, and slope, approach 
zero as x approaches infinity. This dx 

C C 0 ............... (18)
2 = 
1 

Then, the solution yields 

y = C3 Z3 + C4 Z4 (0 A Z3 (0 + B Z4 (~) 

Accordingly, 

L .<:!L ::; A '(0 + B Z4 (0 
dx 

7 "Theory of and Shells," by S. Timoshenko, McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc., 
York, N. 
"Beam~ on Foundation," by M. Hetenyi, Univ. of Michigan Press, Ann Arbor, 

Mich., 1946. 
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and 

L2 =AJZ (~) ~Z' (~ Z (0 - ~ Z' U} (21)1 4 ~ 3 3 ~ 4 \ 

The radial moment per unit length is 

m -0 + J!:. 
-r x dx 

o Z W + 1 -/l Z' + B{Z3 '(O~... ~ 4 ~ 3 

The tangential moment per unit length is 

o 
(O+l-/l Z3(O} B~-Il (0+ 1 Z4(~ ... (23) 

~ ,( ~ 

The shearing force per unit length is 

v = 0 [- A Z4 W + B (Ol ........• (24) 

At the boundary U; Il) 

y=A ([3) + B Z4 ([3) . . . . . . . . . (25 ) 

~ ~ Z3 (Il) + ~ Z 4 (Il) ... ....... (26) 

~ ~ ~ 

dx 

o 	[A{- (Il) + Z3 ([3)l+ B~Z3([3)+ 1-IL '(Il)~I. (27 ) 
Il j. [3 

aJld 
o

v=3 + B Z3 (28) 
L 

BOUNDARY OF THE ZONES 

At the boundary, the deflections, slopes, radial moments, and shears for 
inside and outside the cracked zone must be the same. From Eqs. 11, 14, 25, 
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26, 27, and 28, 

(29)Yb'" A Z3(1l)+B Z4 

-[A Z3 +B (Il)J ........... (30) 

_~P (1- 2 ~\+~(£y + --'!: Z3 (== °2~ 
21T \ 3 Il) L

2 
6 b 12 L [ Il 

+ Bh3 (Il) + 1-, /l Z t (Il)(,-J (31) 
t Il 4 I 

and 

Y +£B L) ==~[-AZ4(1l)+BZ3 .. (32) 
2 b 6 b L3 

By solving Eqs. 29 through 32 simultaneously, expressions for A, B, Yb' and 
8b can be obtained. 

FINAL EXPRESSIONS 


Inside the cracked zone: 


Y = Yb BbL (Il -~) 

dy ==-8 
(b{ b 

~P ~2 
- ---2-

61T a 
2 2 ~1-k L ~ Y + 2 

+ b 6 mr = [ _ ~P ft- 2 6 

21T \( 3 

m == 0 	 (36 ) 
t 
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and 

v= kq kL (1 ~-.L)e for (37)+--Yb + 	 b 
2 2 3 f3

~P 

21T L~ 

Outside the cracked zone: 

Y = A (0 + B Z4 (0 (3B) 

dx 
A 
L 

'(0 + ~Z'(O
L 4 

mt = 

-~IAL- 2 )
L . 

(0 1 Z:i (~ 
l; 

B{Z3(0+ 1; 11 ,(~ 

J [A{IlZ4(O+1;IlZ3(O}+B{-IlZ3W+1/z,j(O}] (41 ) 

and 

in which 

v D [ AZ4(0 +BZ:i (oj (42) 

A= 

1 I 
If )Z3 

--2-,-2-)----'(3°2'/,' , 

f Z4 -:3 \h Z3 + Z4 Z4) 

(. 2".\ \ i3 
~ - "3 -1i)lZ:i - 2 z4 + 

_~:';-)J~~->rt,) (Z' 2'+ Z' 
3 4 \ IJ l2 3 4 

.. (43) 

and 

B= 
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in which Yb is given by Eq. 29, Bb by Eq. 30, ~ by Eq. Ba, C! by Eq. Bb, f3 by 
Eq. Bc; and a is the radius of the loading plate, b represents the radius of the 
cracked zone, L denotes the radius of the relative stiffness, and Z represents 
the Z-functions. It is to be understood that f3 is the argument of the Z-func
tions in Eqs. 43 and 44. 

DETAILED PROCEDURE 

The deflection and moment distributions of the slab after bottom cracking. 
as well as the load causing top cracking, can be determined by means of su
perposition, as shown in the following procedure: 

1. 	 Compute the moment distributions before bottom surface cracking oc
curs and for different sizes of cracked zones (b bo' bb b2 .. ~ after 
cracking. 

2. 	 Determine the bottom cracking load, by the elastic moment distri 
bution so that the tangential moment within a circular area exceeds the 

moment. This circular area be chosen equal to the load
ing area and the radius denoted by bo a Fig. 1). 

3. 	 Compute the first load increment ~P1 such that the tangential moment 
becomes equal to the cracking moment for the circle of which the radi
us is equal to bi from 

m - m 
~P1 = 	 c to (45) 

mu (at b l) 

in which mc represents the cracking moment of the slab, mto is the elastic 
tangential moment due to the load Pc' and mn denotes the plastic tangential 
moment caused by the unit load that is obtained in the preliminary calcula
tions for the cracked slab whose radius of cracked zone is equal to boo 

4. 'nrrmnt" the moment distribution from the following: 

+ ~PI 

and 

=mto + ~PI mU ....... (46b)
mt 

in which mro is the elastic radial moment due to the load Pc' and mri repre
sents the plastic radial moment caused by unit load. 

5. 	 Compute the second load increment ~P2 such that the tangential mo
ment becomes equal to the cracking moment for the circle whose radi
us is equal to b2 from 

~P2 '" 
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6. 	 Compute the moment distribution from the following: 

mr = (m + .6.P1 mrl) + .6.P2 mr2 
........ (48a)


ro 

and 

m	 = (m + .6.P1 mU)+ .6.P2 mt2 
........ (48b)


t to 

7. 	 Continue the above procedure until the negative radial moment becomes 
equal to the cracking moment (see Fig. 1). 

In step 2, Pc may be determined so that the average tangential moment 
within a circular area becomes equal to the cracking moment. A similar pro
cedure may then be applied to determine each load increment .6.P (steps 3, 
4, and so forth). This alternate method will yield a closer approximation of 
the load causing the top surface cracking. The alternate method was used in 
the following sample calculation. 

SAMPLE CALCULATION 

A sample calculation is given for the particular circular loading areahav
ing a radius equal to 0.2L. 

The radial and tangential moment distributions are shown in Fig. 6 for 
each loadir,:g step, including that which caused top surface cracking. The de
flection distributions are shown in Fig. 7. In Figs. 6 and 7, the applied load, 
P, the load causing the initial bottom surface cracking, Pc, and the load caus
ing top surface cracking, Pf, are all expressed in terms of the cracking mo
ment mc. The distance from the load center is expressed in units of L in 
which 

3
E h

L=4 (49) 
12 (1 - fl2) k 

In this calculation, the radius of the bottom cracked zone (b) was chosen in 
steps of O.lL from O.2L to 1.2L. From the results, the top cracking load, 
Pf, equals 3.34 Pc' The radius of the top crack, d, equals 0.8L, as deter
mined graphically from Fig. 6. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This solution for the response of a prestressed concrete pavement to a 
load applied at an interior position provides numerical values of deflections 
and radial and tangential moments throughout the pavement for each load in
crement. Within the limitations of the assumptions defined in the text, the 
results indicate that prestressed concrete pavements are able to support 
loads greatly in excess of those that cause radial bottom surface cracks. 
This method is not proposed as a design procedure, but rather as a contribu-
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tion toward a better understanding of the performance of prestressed pave
ments. 
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APPENDIX I.--SOLUTION OF THE ELASTIC SLAB DUE TO 
CIRCULAR PLATE LOADING 

Inside the Loading Area.-The fundamental differential equation is 

Eh

2 2 
D -d 

( dx
2 

+ -1 
x 

- d) ( d -y- + -1 
dx dx x 

2 
~d) + ky = p 
dx 

... (50) 

in which 
3 

D= (51) 
[12 (1 - fl2)] 

and is the flexural rigidity of the slab, x is the distance from the load center, 
y represents the deflection of the slab, k is the modulus of subgrade reaction, 

and p denotes the applied load per unit area. Substitution of L4 = ~ and ~ = 

~ 	into Eq. 50 yields 

d 1 d dy 1 dy p2 )( 2 ) 	 (52)
( d~ 2 + ~ ~ d~ 2 + ~ ~ + Y =-; 

The solution of Eq. 52 is given in terms of the Z-functions as 

y=A Z (O +A Z (;) +A Z (;)+A Z (O+ ~ ... (53)
1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 

The slope and the shear at the center of the loading area must be zero; there
fore 

A3 = A4 = 0 	 (54) 
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and 

y=AIZ1(~)+A2Z2(O+ ..•...... 

Accordingly, 

L dy = A Z' (0 + Z' (0 (56)
dx 1 1 2 

= ~2lAd-Z2(O+ 1;JlZ1(~) A2l W+l;JlZ2(~)\l 
and 

v= 3
D (0 + ~ z1 (~)l (58) 
L 

Outside the Loading Area. -The fundamental differential equation is ob
tained bv having p = 0 in Eq. 50; thus 

(d2yD(L + ~ \ + 1:.~ o
2 dx2

dx x dx') x 

The solution of this differential equation is 

y=B Z (O+ Z2(0+B Z (0+ Z4(.~) (60 ) 
1 1 3 3

Since the slab is of infinite extent, the deflection and slope approach zero as 
x approaches infinity; therefore, 

Bl = B2 = 0 (61) 

y Z3(0+ B Z4°;) (62 ) 
4 

L~ B '(O+B Z'(O
dx 3 4 4 

Lz (0+ I-Jl Z'(U(+B ~ I- Jl Z4W (64)=?D 

1 4 ~ 3· \ 4/ i; 

and 

v = J [ - + B4 Z3 <OJ ....... . (65)
B3 Z4 

Boundary Conditions.-At the boundary inside and outside the loading area, 
the deflections, slopes, moments, and shears must be the same; hence, 

A Z (O')+A (0')+ ~=B3Z3(a)+ Z4(O') •.. (66)1 1 2 
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Al Z 1(a) + A2 ,(a) = B 3 Z:3 (a ) + B 4 Z 4(a ) 

Al1-Z2(O')+I~Jl z1 (0')\+ A2 (a)+ I-Jl z , )/ 
a 2 I 

B3 1-z4 (O' 10' !(O')f+B41Z3(O')+ 1: Jl Z4 ) f (68) 

and 

, (a) + ~ Z1 )= B Z4(O')+B Z3(O') " ••. (69)3 4 

Eq. 68 can be replaced by 

-A Z (O')+ A2 (O')=-B Z (O')+B ) .....1 2 3 4 4 

By solving Eqs. 66, 67, 69, and 70, simultaneously, the constants AI, A2. B3, 
and B4 are obtained. In order to solve the simultaneous equation the following 
relations between the Z-functions are used: 

(a) Z3 (a) - Z2 (a) (a) - Zi (a) Z3 (a)+ Z2(O') Z4 (0')= o... (71) 

and 

2


ZI (a) Z.4 (a ) + Z2 (a ) Z3 (a ) - ZI (a ) Z4 (a ) - Z2 (a ) Z3 (a ) 11 a 

Thus, 

A =_110' Z'( ) p- (73)1 4 a -- 
2 k 20' k 

P 

A2 =- 20' 
k 

Z2 (a) P 
(75 ) 

2 a k 

and 

Z1(O') P 
B =- (76)

4 
20' k 


Final Expressions.-Inside the loading area (x ~ a): 


P 
 2 Z' ) ZI(O - Z3 (O')Z2W1
Y 2kL2O' 7fO' 

- 4 
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= P 1_ Z. )zr (0 - Z' (a)Z' (78)
1 3 2

dx 2kL 43aL 
(O+l- I1 Z '( . (79)m r = 2:[-Z4(al~-Z2(O+ \ '(Ol ~ 2 

m = • (a ))11 Z2 (~ 1-I1Zi(O~+Z3 11 Zl (~ • (O~l (80)
t ~ 

and 

(81)v ~ • (al Z2 (0 - Z3 (a)Zi (Ol
2 La 

Outside the area (x ;:;:: 

P y = ----,;:- '(al Z3(0 - Zi (a) Z4 (OJ (82) 

2k 

dx 1 
Z2(a) • (O-Zi(alZ4(OJ' 

dx 2k 

~[- z· (a)L t -Zi (a l 1Z3 (0+ 1 - 11 Z4(~ (84) 
2 a 2 I \ ~ 

P 
, (0\+ Zi . (85) 

m t = 2 a 

and 

v -P-I ·(a)Z' (0 - '(a)Z' ( •.•.. (86) 
2 La 4 3 

APPENDIX n.-NOTATION 

The following symbols have been adopted for use in this paper: 

A simplifying function (see Eq. 43); 


AI' A3, A4 constants of integration; 


a radius of circular area over which load is uniformly dis

tributed; 


B simplifying function (see Eq. 
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PAVEMENT STRENGTHS 

constants of integration; 

radii of circular areas defining the stepwise limits of bot

tom surface radial cracks; 


constants of integration; 


flexural rigidity of the slab or k L 4; 


radius of the top surface crack; 


elastic modulus of concrete; 


Hankel 


thickness of the slab; 


Bessel function of the first kind; 


modulus of subgrade reaction; 


3 
radius of relative stiffness or 4.1 t h 2) 

12 1- 11 k 

radial bending moment due to applied load; 

radial bending moment due to subgrade reaction; 

total radial bending moment; 

cracking moment of the slab; 

radial bending moment per unit length of arc; 

elastic radial moment due to load Pc; 

plastic radial moment at intermediate steps; 

tangential bending moment per unit length of arc; 

elastic tangential moment due to load Pc; 

plastic tangential moment at intermediate steps; 


load causing bottom surface cracking; 


load causing top surface cracking; 


increments of the total load; 


load per unit area; 


increment of load per unit area; 


variable distance from the apex, for integration; 


shearing force per unit of arc; 


variable distance from center of loaded area; 


deflection of the slab at any point; 
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